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B.A. Programme 6th Semester Examination, 2021 

PHIGDSE04T-PHILosOPHY (DSE2) 

NITI, YUKTI O DHARMA: KAHINI O SAHITYE RAM O KRISHNA 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 50 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should answer in their own words 
and adhere to the word limit as practicable.

All symbols are of usual significance.

Answer Question No. 1 and 2 and any two questions from the rest 

. Answer any ten questions from the following: 2x10 20 

(a) Why is R�mchandra regarded as 'satyani_tha' and 'satyaprotijña?

b) What are the meanings of the two names-Judhisthir' and 'Duryodhana? 

(c) What is the significance of the name of the drama 'Pratim�? 

(d) What are the different meanings of the term 'kali' in Mah�bh�rata? 

(e) In which sense Kri_hFa is regarded as "Purusottoma' in Krishnacharit by 
Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyaya? 

( What is 'gourcandrik�'? 

(g) What is the main goal of "pal� kirtan'? 

(h) What is the meaning of 'mary�d�puru_ottom'? 

) Can we give positive definition of Hindu ? If not, why? 

) Name two women scholars of ancient India. 
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0k) How did Professor John Brockington establish that in the first portion of ancient 

age there was no caste system in India? 

() Was R�mchandra regarded as incarnation of God in the oldest stage of Indian 
Civilization? If not, from when was he regarded as the incarnation of God? 

(m) What is the distinguishing characteristic of Jaina Ramayan? 

(n) What is the significance of the name 'Mah�bh�rata'?

() Which actions are to be avoided by the kings according to 'r�jdharma' described 
in Manusarnhit�? 

(p) What is described in Ak_asukta of Rikveda? Is there any moral significance? 

(q) In which context Bimal Krishna Matilal has narrated the story of 

Nal-Damayanti? 

() Who is shombuk in Ramayana? 

(s) What is 'R�jyashulka'?

(t) Who is Abindhya in Ramayana?

TATEITT ? 

2. Answer any two questions from the following: 5x2 10 

(a) Mention two sins committed by R�mchandra as described in the essay 
Narachandramar kolonko' by Bimal Krishna Motilal. Is R�mchandra's 
justification in favour of his deeds acceptable? 

(6) °Krishna was the destroyer of that 'Dharma' of which Rama was the upholder." 
- Is this view of Professor Ashok Rudra acceptable? Discuss in the light of the 
view of Bimal Krishna Motilal. 

(c) What are the questions asked by Dharma to Yudhisthir on the last day of 
Vanaparba' of Mahabharata and what are the answers given by Yudhisthir?
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(d) Explain the different senses of the term 'satya' following Bimal Krishna 
Motilal's essay 'satya, mithya o satya' in his book Niti, yukti o dharma - kahini 

sahitye Ram o Krishna. 

10 Discuss the debate on the topic 'between Ramayana and Mahabharata which one 
is older' following the essay 'Pratim�-Bharat o Kaikeyi' in the book Niti, yukti o 

dharma- kahini sahitye Ram o Krishna. 

. 

10 Discuss the historical importance of Srichaitanya's Bhaktivad following Bimal 
Krishna Motilal. 

4+6 What is the meaning of secularism? Why should not India have the goal of being 
Hindu state'? Discuss after Bimal Krishna Motilal. 

6. Discuss the nature of Dharma in the light of the essay "Dharnmatattava' in the 
book Niti, yukti o dharma - kahini sahitye Ram o Krishna. 

10 

N.B.: Students have to complete submission of their Answer Scripts through E-mail / Whatsapp 
to their own respective colleges on the same day / date of examination within 1 hour after end of exam. University/ College authorities will not be held responsible for wrong submission (at in proper address). Students are strongy advised not to submit multiple copies of the same answer script.
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